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INTRODUCTION

In December 2012, I participated in the first convening of a “breakthrough conversation” led by the CoreAlign Initiative. This new initiative hosts “breakthrough conversations” to generate dialogue around some of the most pressing issues facing the reproductive health, rights, and justice movements. This convening posed the question: “[h]ow do we understand gender in today’s world?” The facilitators led us through a series of exercises to elicit conversations about how gender identity and expression is “operationalized in movement work.” These conversations ranged from questioning the value of the slogan “war on women” to the gender inclusiveness of the intake forms of abortion funds and abortion clinics. The conversation was thoughtful and lively, turning on the axis of changing the conversation about gender within work being done on contraception and abortion care. This Article pursues a different, but equally important, direction of inquiry into the eugenics embedded into state statutes affecting transgender people and passive eugenics inherent in the lack of policy supports for their fertility preservation.

In focusing on fertility preservation and the whiff of eugenics in state statutes, this Article aims to make several contributions to issues at the intersection of the LGBT and reproductive health, rights, and justice movements. This Article will show how the reproductive health issues of transgender people remain shadowed in the mainstream LGBT movement and reproductive health and rights movement. This Article will use reproductive justice principles to provide new entry points for LGBT advocates and reproductive health and rights advocates to build alliances around gender, sexuality, and reproduction by highlighting opportunities for reproductive justice advocates to engage on reproductive health and rights issues facing transgender people. Finally, this Article will anticipate and explore areas in which reproductive health, rights, and justice advocates may resist such alliances.

2. The CoreAlign Initiative is a project aimed at bringing the “cores” of the reproductive movements into alignment; these movements include the reproductive health, the reproductive rights, and the reproductive justice movements. See Our Journey, COREALIGN, http://corealign.org/about-corealign/corealigns-journey/ (last visited Nov. 3, 2013).
5. Id.
I. FINDING A THEORETICAL AND MOVEMENT HOME FOR ISSUES AT THE INTERSECTION OF REPRODUCTION AND GENDER IDENTITY

The reproductive needs and concerns of transgender people who choose not to or cannot afford to undergo surgery are rarely, if ever, addressed by either of our movements.7

A. Where are Transgender Reproductive Health Issues in the LGBT Movement?

“Transgender” is the term ascribed to the group of people whose birth-assigned sex, gender identity, and secondary sex characteristics do not align.8 Other scholars have characterized this experience as “a mismatch between the gender that a person is assigned by the world at birth and the gender that the person experiences internally and desires to express outwardly.”9 Advocates report that “there are about 700,000 transgender people in the United States, though any estimate depends upon definitional choices regarding who counts as transgender, which are sometimes contested.”10

There are a range of treatments and surgeries that transgender people may seek as part of aligning their secondary sex characteristics with their gender identity.11 There is no single “sex reassignment surgery” that all transgender people undergo.12 For trans women (assigned “male” at birth), some treatments may include: feminizing hormone therapy (estrogen); breast enhancement; tracheal shave (“Adam’s Apple” reduction); penectomy (removal of penis); orchiectomy (removal of the testicles); and vaginoplasty (creation of a vagina).13 For trans men (assigned “female” at birth), some treatments may include: masculinizing hormone therapy (testosterone); bilateral mastectomy and reconstruction (“top surgery”); hysterec- tomy (removal of uterus...
and other internal pelvic organs); and phalloplasty (creation of a penis). The clinical guidelines developed by the World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH) stress that treatment for gender dysphoria should be individualized and that not all possible treatments and surgeries are necessary for every individual meeting this diagnosis. Trans activists, advocates, and scholars have echoed the need for respect and support for individual choices in treatment, and have even problematized the medical model of transsexuality/transgenderism.

Transgender people “are among the most targeted populations in the United States,” with many facing discrimination in nearly every aspect of life: employment, housing, in public accommodations, and from law enforcement. Reports of violence, harassment, and discrimination remain high despite the success of advocates in enacting non-discrimination policies at the local, state, and federal levels, reshaping a number of state and federal policies on gender markers, and influencing the government to protect transgender adults in employment and youth in schools.

Disparities in access to healthcare and health outcomes are particularly severe for transgender people. According to a report by the National Center for Transgender Equality and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, 24 percent of trans women and 20 percent of trans men reported having been refused treatment altogether, and

14. Id. at 49–50, 57–58, 64.
15. Id. at 5.
16. See, e.g., id.
17. For a full discussion, see Dean Spade, Resisting Medicine, Re/Modeling Gender, 18 BERKELEY WOMEN’S L.J. 15, 18 (2003) [hereinafter Spade, Resisting Medicine].
18. See Wolff, supra note 9, at 201.
21. See infra Part I.C.
24. See GRANT ET AL., supra note 19, at 73.
trans people of color were even more likely to have been refused treatment. 25 A significant number of trans people refrain from seeking preventative or necessary healthcare due to a history or anticipation of mistreatment or discrimination, 26 or because they could not afford it, 27 particularly if they were trans people of color. According to the report, black trans people “had the worst health insurance coverage of any racial category: 39 [percent] reported private coverage and 30 [percent] public. Thirty-one percent of [b]lack respondents reported being uninsured; by contrast, 66 [percent] of white respondents reported private insurance, 17 [percent] public insurance and 17 [percent] uninsured.” 28

Transgender people face reproductive health disparities and barriers to accessing reproductive healthcare that most of the mainstream LGBT movement has failed to incorporate into its advocacy. 29 The National Center for Transgender Equality recently highlighted these barriers:

One in three transgender people, and 48 [percent] of transgender men, have delayed or avoided preventive health care such as pelvic exams or STI screening out of fear of discrimination or disrespect. One survey reported that half of transgender men did not receive annual pelvic exams. Reasons included discomfort with the physical exam due to gender issues (40 [percent]), lack of money or insurance (13 [percent]), lack of a medical provider they were comfortable with (13 [percent]), and thinking they did not need pelvic exams (7 [percent]). Another survey found that transgender teens, including those at risk for unintended pregnancy, were reluctant to go to a family planning clinic. 30

Reluctance to go to a family planning clinic is particularly concerning because some transgender men who have sex with men become pregnant 31 and may need access to abortion care or prenatal

25. Id. at 72, 73.
26. Id. at 76.
27. Id.
28. Id. at 76–77. By contrast, “[i]n the general population, 68 [percent] have private insurance and 28 [percent] have public insurance.” Id. at 77.
29. See id. at 28.
care. More than 90 percent of this same group reports “a lack of adequate information about their sexual health.”

The mainstream LGBT movement has mostly overlooked these important reproductive health and rights concerns. No doubt, this is because for many years it was expected—stated or unstated—that transgender people forfeit their ability to reproduce in exchange for gatekeeping professionals to approve their requests for certain medical treatments to transition. This may also be because marriage equality has dominated the legal, media, and funding landscape or because these issues are seen as being the purview of the reproductive health and rights movements.

There are, however, a handful of advocates and organizations in the LGBT movement who have attended to some of the issues at the intersection of gender identity and reproduction, but these efforts are not coordinated or long-term strategies. For example, the National Center for Transgender Equality has recommended, as discussed at length in Part I.C of this Article, that state and local governments permit transgender people to change the gender designation on their identity documents without proof of surgery because “[p]olicies requiring transgender people to undergo sex reassignment surgery before changing their gender marker on government documents violates their reproductive rights and frequently amounts to forced sterilization.” The Transgender Law Center squarely took on reproduction in its amicus brief in support of Thomas Beatie’s divorce petition. Thomas Beatie is a trans man who married a non-trans woman and subsequently gave birth to their three children. When the couple sought a divorce in Arizona, the judge denied the divorce petition, reasoning that because Beatie’s reproductive anatomy was intact and he gave birth to children, he was a woman. The couple, therefore, was

32. See UNMET NEEDS, supra note 30, at 2.
33. See Spade, Resisting Medicine, supra note 17, at 36.
34. See id. at 28.
36. See, e.g., id.
37. See STANDARDS OF CARE, supra note 8, at 1.
38. See, e.g., UNMET NEEDS, supra note 30, at 2.
40. See Brief for Transgender Law Center as Amici Curiae in Support of Petitioner at 14, Beatie v. Beatie, No. FC 2012-051183 [hereinafter Beatie Brief].
in a same-sex marriage that Arizona would neither recognize nor divorce.\textsuperscript{43} In the amicus brief, the Transgender Law Center forcefully responded, “if [the law] is interpreted to require transsexual individuals not only to undergo irreversible medical treatment to physically transition to their new sex, but also to be sterilized and forego forever the opportunity to bear biological children, that would unconstitutionally infringe that most-fundamental of rights.”\textsuperscript{44}

\textbf{B. The Reproductive Justice Approach}

Most people in the United States perceive reproductive issues within an abortion-centric framework: whether an advocate, legislator, or story represents a “pro-choice” or “pro-life” position.\textsuperscript{45} This lens is inadequate in three respects. First, it filters conversations about the moral value of fetal life and the ethics of decision-making about that life through the prism of legal rights. Second, it fails to capture the scope of reproductive concerns and decisions that diverse groups of people encounter throughout their lifetimes. Finally, it lumps together many diverse sets of social movement actors who actually work in very different fields, who use different theories of change, may follow different sets of ethics, and who are responsible to different constituencies.\textsuperscript{46}

Whereas the American public may think of the pro-choice movement as a singular entity, advocates in the field understand that the contemporary social movement on reproduction is divided into thirds: the reproductive health (focused on service provision, such as women’s health clinics); reproductive rights (focused on legal reform and policy advocacy); and reproductive justice (focused on movement-building with an intersectional analysis).\textsuperscript{47} This Article will focus on the reproductive justice movement as a natural home for advocacy on some issues at the intersection of reproduction and gender identity.

Reproductive justice is a conceptual framework and movement-building tool that captures “an array of phenomena [that] must be analyzed together to understand the complex forces affecting who can access what reproductive possibilities and under what conditions.”\textsuperscript{48} Leading reproductive justice organizations like Asian Communities

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{43} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{44} Beatie Brief, \textit{supra} note 40, at 16.
  \item \textsuperscript{45} See Spade, \textit{Intersectional Resistance}, \textit{supra} note 35, at 1036.
  \item \textsuperscript{47} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{48} Spade, \textit{Intersectional Resistance}, \textit{supra} note 35, at 1036.
\end{itemize}
for Reproductive Justice (now “Forward Together”) have defined the term as existing “when [all people] have the economic, social and political power and resources to make healthy decisions about our bodies, sexuality and reproduction for ourselves, our families and our communities.” 49 Other organizations, such as Law Students for Reproductive Justice have provided a shorthand: reproductive justice as a framework that considers all the factors that affect the right to have children, not to have children, and to parent the children we have. 50 This framework was developed by women of color activists and organizations in the mid-to-late 1990s as an alternative from the pro-choice framework, which was sorely inadequate in addressing some of the most pressing reproductive health issues facing women of color. 51 This inadequacy was due to the pro-choice movement’s reliance on the legal themes of liberty, privacy, and equality to secure rights for individuals as well as general disinterest in exploring how race and class impacted reproductive decision-making. By contrast, the reproductive justice movement embraced an intersectional approach 52 to analyzing reproductive decision-making. This approach has been well-documented and there has been a flourishing of scholarship 53 and activism on the full range of reproductive experiences in the United States. Scholars and activists have drawn the public’s attention to a number of reproductive oppressions, including forced and coerced sterilization; 54 the requiring of use of long-acting hormonal contraceptives as a condition of receiving cash assistance or food stamps; 55 the inherent eugenics of welfare family caps; 56 the trauma enacted upon low-income women of

49. A NEW VISION, supra note 46, at 1.
52. For a complete discussion of intersectionality, see id.
color through the child welfare system;\textsuperscript{57} the punitive and unconstitutional punishments of pregnant women struggling with a drug or alcohol addiction;\textsuperscript{58} and the reproductive damage done to women workers at nail salons through exposure to toxic substances common to their work.\textsuperscript{59} This is but a short list of the many reports, campaigns, and actions taken against forms of reproductive oppression that do not occupy the same level of public attention as contraception and abortion, but whose consequences are of equal or greater severity.

The reproductive justice movement has drawn attention to the history and contemporary manifestations of eugenics ideologies against women of color in the United States.\textsuperscript{60} In the United States, eugenics ideologies have been expressed by the state in three forms: immigration restrictions based on the supposed genetic inferiority of a targeted group,\textsuperscript{61} antimiscegenation laws,\textsuperscript{62} and laws permitting or requiring sterilization of people convicted of a crime and other people deemed unfit to reproduce,\textsuperscript{63} overwhelmingly people with disabilities and women of color. Scholars have distinguished between active eugenics—laws and policies that encourage or discourage reproduction among certain populations—and passive eugenics—laws and policies that have the effect of encouraging or discouraging reproduction.\textsuperscript{64}

\begin{footnotesize}
59. See A NEW VISION, supra note 46, at 8.
60. See, e.g., Dangerous Contraceptions, supra note 55.
61. U.S. immigration policy restricted foreigners from entering and remaining in the United States to prevent miscegenation, or what was seen as “the biological danger caused by mixing races.” Ana Romero-Bosch, Lessons in Legal History—Eugenics & Genetics, 11 MICH. ST. U. J. MED. & L. 89, 97–98 (2007). In 1924, the Federal Immigration Restriction Act was adopted, which implemented national origin quotas that remained in place until 1965. Id. at 97.
62. By the early 1900s, twenty-eight states passed antimiscegenation laws. Id. at 98 (“While primarily aimed at black-white mixing, the laws also forbade whites from marrying American Indians, Chinese, Ethiopians, Hindus, Koreans, Japanese, and Malaysians.”). In the mid-1960s, the United States Supreme Court found unconstitutional state statutes that banned interracial sexual and marital relations. See McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 184 (1964) (holding unconstitutional on equal protection grounds a Florida statute that criminalized an unmarried couple composed of one black individual and one white individual sharing the same room at night or committing specified sexual acts); Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 2 (1967) (holding unconstitutional on due process grounds a statutory scheme that criminalized interracial marriage because it violated the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment).
63. See Romero-Bosch, supra note 61, at 97.
\end{footnotesize}
There are a number of reproductive justice activists, advocates, and organizations integrating an analysis of reproduction and gender identity in their work, but like the LGBT movement, this work has been in stops and starts, and not part of a larger, coordinated strategy.\(^{65}\) For example, a report issued by the Pro-Choice Public Education Project and the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Community Center focused on sexual and reproductive health needs of trans women and trans men based on New York City–based focus groups.\(^{66}\) Recently, the National Latina Institute for Reproductive Health (NLIRH) issued a fact sheet highlighting the reproductive health disparities facing trans Latinas, and providing the reasoning that drove NLIRH to expand the scope of its work:

At its core, the reproductive health and justice movements are about bodily autonomy for all, and particularly those whose gender is marginalized. Though this movement has traditionally been about women’s control over their own bodies, we recognize now that this is not enough. As people whose genders have been marginalized, not just cisgender women, but transgender and gender non-conforming people too are consistently and systemically denied full bodily autonomy.\(^{67}\)

Social media has played an important role in advancing this conversation in the reproductive justice movement.\(^{68}\) Advocacy organizations including Choice USA, NLIRH, and the National Center for Lesbian Rights hosted a “Queering RJ” campaign during Pride Week.

\(^{65}\) This is changing: on August 11–14, 2013, with the support of the Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program at Hampshire College, the National Center for Lesbian Rights and the National Latina Institute for Reproductive Health convened a number of local, state, and national advocates with an interest at the intersections of the LGBT movement and the reproductive health, rights, and justice movement. See 2013 Summer Leadership Institute, CIVIL LIBERTIES AND PUB. POL’Y, http://clpp.hampshire.edu/leadership-programs-nlni-network-nlni-summer-leadership-institute/2013-summer-leadership-institute (last visited Nov. 3, 2013). As the Reproductive Justice Fellow at the National Center for Lesbian Rights, I helped plan this convening, and Eesha Pandit and Verónica Bayetti Flores, long-time leaders, led the discussions. See id.


in Washington D.C., including a blog series that drew attention to difficult conversations about gender identity in the reproductive health, rights, and justice movements: “how do we talk about the fact that there are also gender non-conforming folks seeking abortion? That trans women’s reproductive health care needs differ, often dramatically, from those of cisgender women? That there are trans men looking to get on birth control?”

State and local reproductive justice organizations, such as New Voices Pittsburgh, Spark Reproductive Justice NOW!, and Forward Together have deep-seated commitments to centering transgender people in their theorizing, strategizing, and organizing.

C. Reproductive Injustice: The Logic and Residue of Eugenics in State Requirements to Change Gender Markers

1. The Importance of an Accurate Gender Designation in Documents for Everyday Life

In the United States, there are a plethora of different federal, state, and local rules governing the change of gender designation on certain identity documents. Identity documents include government records such as birth certificates, Social Security cards, passports, and driver’s licenses; they are documents that people must produce to verify their identity and access many public and private services. For example, in his foundational text on documenting gender reclassification practices in federal, state, and local jurisdictions, trans scholar and activist Dean Spade notes: “DMV ID is certainly the most commonly used ID in the United States, essential for driving, applying for employment, dealing with police, entering age-barred venues, traveling on planes, purchasing age-barred products, using checks and credit cards, etc.”

Birth certificates have become “essential for access
to schooling, insurance, pensions, and much more” 74 and “[i]t has
been estimated that federal requirements, such as providing docu-
ments to prove identity when applying for a Social Security card,
‘account . . . for about half the demand for birth certificates in the
United States’.” 75 Such documents have become a “ubiquitous and
essential currency of contemporary life.” 76

The difficulty in changing the gender designation on these com-
mon documents affects a significant number of transgender people,
and contributes to persistent and severe economic and social dispar-
ities. 77 It is estimated that “[n]ationally, the percentage of transgender
people who are unable to update identification and official records to
reflect their lived gender varies from 41 percent for driver’s licenses
and 51 percent for Social Security records to 74 percent for birth
certificates.” 78 Without accurate identity documents, a person’s trans-
gender status is at risk of disclosure in the most ordinary moments of
everyday life, as “he or she begins a new job, applies for housing,
credit, or public benefits, goes to a bar or club, is subject to a routine
traffic stop, or boards an airplane.” 79

The pace of change remains uneven for modernizing standards for
changing the gender designation on identity documents. 80 As meticu-

losely documented by Tobin, there are a significant number of state
and local governments that “rely on outdated policies that require
proof of [often unspecified] surgical treatment to update identification
and other documents . . . .” 81 By contrast, trans advocates have suc-
cessfully persuaded the U.S. Department of State (passports) 82 and
the Social Security Administration (Social Security cards) 83 to revise
their requirements so that “sex reassignment surgery” is no longer re-
quired of any applicant seeking to change their gender designation on
either of these documents.

74. Id. at 766.
75. Id. (citing James B. Rule et al., Documentary Identification and Mass Surveillance
in the United States, 31 SOC. PROBLEMS 222, 224–25 (1983)).
76. Harper Jean Tobin, Fair and Accurate Identification for Transgender People, 1
/ib/ch.do?keyword=k78405&pageid=ib.page414493.
77. See id.
78. Id. at 3.
79. Id.
80. See id.
81. Id.
82. See U.S. DEPT OF STATE, Identification Requirements for Gender Reassignment Ap-
83. See SOCIAL SEC. ADMIN., RM 10212.200 Changing Numident Data for Reasons
Other than Name Change, https://secure.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/lnx/0110212200 (last visited
Nov. 3, 2013).
2. The Question of Active and Passive Eugenics in Requirements to Change Gender Designation: Comparative Policies in the United States and Europe

A considerable number of European countries have compulsory sterilization requirements in order for transgender people to change their gender marker on national identity documents. By contrast, in the United States, similar federal and state requirements (past and present) are more ambiguous in this regard and do not facially implicate a transgender person’s reproductive potential. There is an important difference between clear compulsory sterilization requirements, like those in Europe, and requirements like those in the United States, where—by how administrative interpretation of their vagaries (which is often inconsistent across and even within jurisdictions)—diminish the reproductive potential of transgender people. Also, while these types of requirements sidestep the spectra of historical forced/coerced sterilization against women of color and people with disabilities in the United States, they have a reproductive impact of no less import. Understanding these requirements, in contrast to the explicit compulsory sterilization laws of some European countries, will be important in building effective alliances and shared advocacy strategies between the LGBT movement and the reproductive justice movement.

According to an index produced by Transgender Europe, there are twenty-four European countries that require transgender people to be sterilized as a prerequisite for changing the gender marker on various identity documents or government records. These statutes and policies are not relics that have yet to be repealed. For example, in 2007, Belgium enacted new uniform requirements for transgender people seeking to change their first names and gender markers on their birth certificates. These statutes and policies are not relics that have yet to be repealed. For example, in 2007, Belgium enacted new uniform requirements for transgender people seeking to change their first names and gender markers on their birth certificates. There are different sets of standards for changing their

84. These countries include Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Georgia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro, The Netherlands, Norway, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Switzerland, Turkey, and Ukraine. There are fifteen countries who have unknown or vague procedural requirements for changing the gender marker on government records or do not allow it at all; these countries include: Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Ireland, Kosovo, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Macedonia, Monaco, San Marino, Serbia, and Slovenia. TRANSGENDER EUR., TRANS RIGHTS IN EUROPE INDEX (2013), available at http://www.tgeu.org/sites/default/files/Trans_Rights_Europe_Index_2013.pdf.

85. See JOZ MOTMANS ET AL., INST. FOR THE EQUAL. OF WOMEN AND MEN, BEING TRANSGENDER IN BELGIUM: MAPPING THE SOCIAL AND LEGAL SITUATION OF TRANSGENDER PEOPLE 52–53 (2010), available at http://igvm-iefh.belgium.be/fr/binaries/34%20-%20Transgender_ENG_tcm337-99783.pdf. Prior to 2007, these changes were possible, but were a source of legal uncertainty. First name changes were subject to the discretionary approval of the Minister of Justice. There were two disputed legal avenues to change the gender marker on birth certificates. The 2007 law resolved these uncertainties. See id. at 52.
first names and a set of standards for changing the gender markers on their birth certificates. The standard for changing the first name includes requiring specific certifying statements from their psychiatrist and endocrinologist, and the transgender person must be undergoing hormone replacement therapy. The standard for changing the gender marker on the birth certificate, however, includes similar certifying statements from healthcare professionals, including that “the individual is no longer capable of producing children in accordance with his/her previous gender.” Another example is the Czech Republic, where in order for transgender persons to change the gender marker and their national ID number (which is gender-specific), they must undergo a “sex reassignment surgery” that “terminate[s] the reproductive function of the trans person.” In Finland, legal gender changes require that a transgender person “provide[] a medical statement on the fact . . . he or she is sterilised or for other reasons unable to reproduce.” As recently as 2013, the Court of Cassation, a court of last resort in France, held that it was legal for France to condition legal gender change on undergoing “irreversible medical reassignment” surgery, which is sterilizing in practice. In Netherlands, legal changes are allowed only if the person requesting the change “is marked on the birth certificate as a male and he is definitely incapable of procreating children or if he is marked on his birth certificate as female, [and is] . . . definitely incapable of giving birth to children.”

The Turkish Civil Code requires that the gender change applicant must document that he or she is “irreversibly devoid of reproductive faculties.” Until recently, Sweden conditioned legal gender change on sterilization, a policy strictly enforced even if the applicant had

86. See id. Denmark holds a similar policy: that people may change their names without sterilization. See TRANSGERDER EUR., supra note 84.
87. See MOTMANS ET AL., supra note 85, at 52.
88. Id. at 53.
91. See ILGA-EUR., supra note 89, at 99.
92. See “Dutch Civ. Code, BW Art. 1:28, available at http://www.dutchcivillaw.com/lislation/dctitle044.htm. Although Article 1:28 is currently the law in the Netherlands, it is expected to change soon, since the House of Representatives recently passed a bill to amend the law, removing the sterilization requirement. See ILGA-EUR., supra note 89, at 169. The Senate is expected to vote to pass the bill in the fall of 2013. See id.
undergone some form of gender-confirming surgery abroad. The policy was overturned in a pair of successive decisions from the country’s highest court and its parliament.

In the Ukraine, the government will recognize legal gender change only if transgender people “undergo surgeries to remove all sexual organs, as well as mammary glands for transgender men.” In addition, transgender people who have children cannot receive medical treatments. By requiring sterilization while permanently blocking transgender people who are already parents from accessing legal gender change, Ukraine has gone further than these other countries in ensuring that transgender people cannot reproduce and parent.

In the United States, “[t]he connection between personal documentation provided by the federal government and documentation practices taking place in states and local jurisdictions remains decentralized, yet interdependent.” Passports and Social Security cards are two common identity documents within the jurisdiction of the federal government, and driver’s licenses and birth certificates are two common identity documents within the jurisdiction of state governments.

With respect to birth certificates, there are three states that will not amend birth certificates for gender reclassification for any reason nor based on any evidence. Arizona requires the doctor to certify that a “sex change operation” has occurred. There are seven states that require a court order to change the gender designation on a birth certificate.
With respect to driver’s licenses, there are a considerable number of states whose standard for changing the gender designation on a driver’s license relies on a court order or amended birth certificate.\(^{105}\) There are two states, Kentucky and Montana, where an amended birth certificate is required to change the gender designation on a driver’s license,\(^{106}\) and in Kentucky, the gender designation for a birth certificate may only be amended “[u]pon receipt of a sworn statement by a licensed physician indicating that the gender of an individual . . . has been changed by surgical procedure.”\(^{107}\) There are an additional five states where an amended birth certificate is one of several possible documents that will fulfill the evidentiary requirement for changing the gender designation on a driver’s license.\(^{108}\) There are seven states that require a court order to change the gender designation on a driver’s license,\(^{109}\) and an additional nine states where a court order is one of several possible documents that will fulfill the evidentiary requirement for changing the gender designation on a driver’s license.\(^{110}\)

There are eight states that absolutely require a doctor’s letter certifying that an individual has undergone surgery in order to change the gender designation on a driver’s license.\(^{111}\) Among these states, the statutory requirement provides no definitive guidance on what constitutes such surgery, it is simply referred to as “sex reassignment surgery,” “gender reassignment surgery,” or “surgery necessary to effect a gender change.”\(^{112}\) The statutes’ vagueness on this matter leaves


\(^{106}\) See id.


\(^{108}\) These states are Alaska, Iowa, Texas, Utah, and Virginia. See Spade, Documenting Gender, supra note 72, at 823 n.405, 824 n.409, 828 nn.437 & 440; Driver’s License Policies, supra note 105.

\(^{109}\) These states include Arkansas, Mississippi, Montana, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and West Virginia. See Spade, Documenting Gender, supra note 72, at 822 n.397, 825 n.418, 827 n.434, 828 n.438, 829 n.442; Driver’s License Policies, supra note 105.

\(^{110}\) These states include Alaska, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Wisconsin. See Spade, Documenting Gender, supra note 72, at 823 n.404, 824 nn.407 & 409, 827 n.432, 828 n.440, 829 n.443; Driver’s License Policies, supra note 105.

\(^{111}\) These states include Alabama, Louisiana, Missouri, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Wyoming. See Spade, Documenting Gender, supra note 72, at 822 n.394, 824 n.412, 825 n.419, 827 nn.428 & 430, 829 n.444; Driver’s License Policies, supra note 105. By contrast, there are seven states—Connecticut, Georgia, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Vermont, and Virginia—where a doctor’s letter certifying that an individual has undergone surgery is one of a set of possible documents that will fulfill the evidentiary requirement for changing the gender designation on an individual’s DMV ID. See Spade, Documenting Gender, supra note 72, at 823 nn.400 & 404, 827 n.431; Driver’s License Policies, supra note 105.

\(^{112}\) See, e.g., Driver’s License Policies, supra note 105.
the interpretation of what surgery is sufficient to be negotiated be-
tween a trans person, his or her physician, and agency officials who
may differ from each other from how they process these requests.

Notably, since 2008, a considerable number of states have relaxed
their evidentiary requirements for gender reclassification on driver’s
licenses.\footnote{113} Three states that formerly required an amended birth cer-
tificate to change the gender marker now require completion of a spe-
cific form by a healthcare or social services provider.\footnote{114} By signing the
form, the provider certifies that the individual attempting to change
his or her gender markers has received medical treatment, that the
change is expected to be permanent, and/or that the individual’s gen-
der identity is consistent with the requested change.\footnote{115} Three states
that formerly required a court order, either absolutely or as one of a
set of possible evidentiary items, now require a specific, certifying
form signed by a healthcare or social services provider.\footnote{116} Fourteen
states that used to require a doctor’s letter certifying that an indi-
nual has undergone some type of “sex reassignment surgery” have
lowered their evidentiary requirements.\footnote{117} In those states, signed
statements from licensed physicians without mention of surgery, other
identity documents that reflect the requested change, and specific
forms issued by the state DMV are now sufficient.\footnote{118}

As demonstrated, unlike a number of European countries,\footnote{119} the
United States federal and state governments do not explicitly require
sterilization of transgender individuals in order to change the gender
designation on their birth certificates or driver’s licenses.\footnote{120} However,
a number of states require some variation of “sex reassignment sur-
gery” to change the gender designation on birth certificates or driver’s
licenses which implicates reproduction, thereby stealthily embedding
eugenics ideologies into these states’ legal codes.\footnote{121} Sterilization re-
quirements may not be made explicit and compulsory, but such an
embedding is of significant ethical consequence.

\footnote{113}{See id.}
\footnote{114}{These states are Hawaii, Massachusetts, and New Jersey. See id.}
\footnote{115}{See id.}
\footnote{116}{These states are New Jersey, Ohio, and Vermont. See id.}
\footnote{117}{These states are Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Delaware, District of Colum-
bia, Florida, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, and
Rhode Island. See id.}
\footnote{118}{See Driver’s License Policies, supra note 105.}
\footnote{119}{See TRANSGERDER EUR., supra note 84.}
\footnote{120}{Andrea Ayres-Deets, Transgender Rights: Why They Matter to Everyone, POLICYMic
matter-to-everyone.}
\footnote{121}{See Driver’s License Policies, supra note 105.}
Trans advocates have identified a number of reasons to modernize state requirements to change the gender designation on birth certificates and driver’s licenses, and proposed several model codes. This is because (variations of) the phrase “sex reassignment surgery” remain undefined, thereby leaving the judgment of what type of surgeries are sufficient with either state agency officials or local judges (who entertain requests for a court order). Surgical requirements to change the gender designation on birth certificates or driver’s licenses foist a tremendous expense onto transgender individuals, who are disproportionately low-income. In fact, many transgender individuals cannot change the gender designation on their identity documents because they cannot meet these requirements. As discussed supra, it is well-documented that failure to obtain and carry accurate identity documents can subject transgender individuals to discrimination, harassment, and violence.

These requirements have an overlooked, but undeniable reproductive impact. They force treating surgeons or physicians to carefully choose the wording of such certifying letters or affidavits for transgender individuals to appeal to these decision-makers, who may be uninformed or biased about what procedures constitute “sex reassignment surgery.” For example, bilateral mastectomies—commonly known as “top surgery”—are more common among trans men than “bottom surgery,” which may include hysterectomies (removal of the uterus) and/or phalloplasties. But the number of officials or judges in particular jurisdictions who consider breast reduction or bilateral mastectomy as “sex reassignment surgery” is unclear and likely unknowable. Such vagaries compel trans individuals, and their advocates and doctors, to negotiate a number of unstated assumptions to obtain accurate identity documents. Moreover, they incentivize

122. See Spade, Documenting Gender, supra note 72, at 772–74.
123. See id. at 773 (“Two individuals living in the same state, having undergone similar medical treatment, may face different results depending upon the DMV worker they are faced with, the rules of the birth certificate issuing agency in their birth state, or the standards for gender applied by the judge from whom they seem a court order.”).
126. See Tobin, supra note 76.
trans individuals to undergo surgeries that affect their reproductive potential that they may not have otherwise have considered necessary to their transition.\textsuperscript{129}

Foremost, these statutes and regulations represent archaic, simplistic understandings of gender dysphoria and possible corresponding treatments. They also, however, constitute eugenical incentives that should alarm reproductive health, rights, and justice advocates. There are two possible categories of resistance by these advocates to form alliances with trans advocates to focus on modernizing these state requirements (thereby removing “sex reassignment surgery” as a standard). The first is that these statutes and regulations are not a eugenics issue because that is not their primary intent. The second is that, because trans individuals, advocates, and treating physicians may be silently and successfully working around these statutes and regulations, there is little urgency to repeal or modernize these requirements.

As for the issue of intent, reproductive rights and justice advocates have welded together ostensible state intent and actual reproductive impact on contemporary issues such as welfare family caps and sterilization abuse in California prisons.\textsuperscript{130} For example, a number of states have the welfare family cap,\textsuperscript{131} a rule that denies women receiving public assistance from additional financial assistance to which they would otherwise be entitled, if they give birth to a child.\textsuperscript{132} Reproductive justice scholars and advocates have challenged this rule as unacceptable state surveillance and regulation of low-income women’s fertility.\textsuperscript{133} They have drawn upon human rights frameworks to draw attention to how “certain women’s reproductive rights are dissolved because they are poor,”\textsuperscript{134} and may incentivize low-income women to choose abortion.\textsuperscript{135} Advocates have stressed that regardless of the

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{129}. See, e.g., Rita Vavra, How the Legal Regulation of Transgender Bodies Affects Us All, COLUMBIA UNIV. GENDER & SEXUALITY LAW BLOG (Fall 2012), http://blogs.law.columbia.edu/genderandsexualitylawblog/files/2013/02/Vavra-Rita-Legal-Regulation-of-Transgender-Bodies.pdf.


\textsuperscript{131}. See Romero & Fuentes, supra note 56.

\textsuperscript{132}. See id.

\textsuperscript{133}. See id. at 3.

\textsuperscript{134}. Id.

\textsuperscript{135}. See Sanders, supra note 130 (“Many supporters of AB 271 fear that California’s family cap can spark decisions to abort a child rather than be pressed further into poverty, though no conclusive statistics exist on the impact of such laws on abortion.”).}

intent of welfare family caps, which are often framed as a cost-benefit issue to the state, their reproductive impact is that low-income women, who are overwhelmingly women of color, are constrained in their reproductive decision-making. Reproductive health, rights, and justice advocates should recognize the parallel logic in state codes requiring “sex reassignment surgery” to obtain accurate identity documents. Like women receiving public assistance, these state codes constrain the reproductive decision-making of transgender individuals. For transgender individuals, the logic is that if you want to obtain accurate identity documents, you must undergo treatment that has a reproductive impact (infertility). For women receiving public assistance, the logic is that if you become pregnant, your choices are to have an abortion or risk the health and well-being of your child(ren)—either choice represents significant reproductive impact. Both sets of rules—for transgender individuals and for women on public assistance—press directly upon the right to parent because they discourage reproduction. The right to parent is a core tenet of reproductive justice, and the tenet that most directly descends from the history of eugenics against women of color and people with disabilities in this country. Under a reproductive justice framework, the arguments against such practices have coextensive principles, whether these rules are considered active or passive eugenics.

D. Reproductive Justice: Fertility Preservation and Family Building

Longing is a powerful feeling. It aches. It pangs. It rolls. It roils. It changes us. This longing is where I want to start because all of us have felt longing for something; longing that feels deeply personal. Some longing that we feel is for intangibles like love, freedom, justice, and safety. Many of us experience more concrete and specific longing, including the powerful desire for a child.

137. See Vavra, supra note 129, at 7.
138. Because the state will deny your family a proportionate increase to which you would already be entitled if you had that number of children at the time you applied.
139. See A New Vision, supra note 46, at 1.
140. See, e.g., Roberts, supra note 53, at 59–62; Smith, supra note 53, at 75–76.
Policy supports for fertility preservation for transgender people has been an oft-neglected area of inquiry and advocacy for the LGBT and reproductive health, rights, and justice movements. This may be due to a lack of strong and long-standing collaborations between advocates and scholars in the fields of (1) reproductive health and rights; (2) fertility preservation and reproductive technologies; and (3) sexual orientation and gender identity. The reproductive justice movement has an opportunity to unite advocates across these fields to take seriously the reproductive desire and potential of transgender people and to advocate for policies that support their fertility preservation.

1. Establishing Reproductive Desire

In October 2008, Dean Spade wrote a commentary for the Los Angeles Lawyer about three myths regarding transgender identity that adversely affect transgender people. The first myth: “transgender people do not exist.” This section establishes a similar, predicate assertion: transgender people may desire to have children. In fact, as Dutch researchers noted in a study of reproductive wishes of transsexual men: “[p]articipants with children did not differ in the desire to have (more) children from participants without children. This is in accordance with [a study of the reproductive wishes of transsexual women, which] found no differences in the desire to have children between transsexual women with or without children.” Like all people, transgender people may value having children that are genetically related to them. But transgender people’s reproductive wish or potential is severely impacted by pervading myths about their desire to reproduce, the residue of eugenics embedded in state requirements to change gender markers on identity documents discussed supra, the lack of laws and policies to support their fertility preservation and family-building, and the disproportionate number of transgender people who live in poverty or are incarcerated.

144. See id. at 36.
145. See id.
148. See Spade, Transformation, supra note 143, at 38.
According to the WPATH Standards of Care, “very few research papers have been published on the reproductive health issues of individuals receiving different medical treatments for gender dysphoria.”\(^{149}\) The lack of research may reflect (1) a common, but changing belief among gatekeeping healthcare professionals that a transgender person’s expressed reproductive desire meant that he or she had insufficiently embraced his or her “new” gender identity,\(^{150}\) (2) transgender people needing to triage their survival by income, housing, and health care, with fertility preservation and child-bearing being a lesser priority,\(^{151}\) (3) a realization that with people transitioning at younger ages, reproductive counseling and fertility preservation should be more of a forefront issue.\(^{152}\)

Given this the lack of research, WPATH states, “it is desirable for patients to make decisions concerning fertility before starting hormone therapy or undergoing surgery to remove/alter their reproductive organs.”\(^{153}\) It is unstated, but clear that removing or altering reproductive organs would impact fertility, and WPATH also stresses that “feminizing/masculinizing hormone therapy limits fertility.”\(^{154}\) Researchers have noted “the majority of transsexual men are of reproductive age at the moment of transition and have relationships following transition.”\(^{155}\)

In a Dutch study of transgender men who had undergone “sex reassignment surgery” (SRS), 54 percent expressed a desire to have children.\(^{156}\) Researchers acknowledge one shortcoming of the study is

---

\(^{149}\) See STANDARDS OF CARE, supra note 8, at 51.

\(^{150}\) See Marcus Jurema, Fertility Preservation Options for the LGBT Community, N.J. FERTILITY CTR. (June 29, 2012), http://www.ivfnj.com/fertility-preservation-options-for-the-lgbt-community-by-dr-marcus-jurema/ (“Old school thinking preached the notion that for a complete transsexual transition one should absolutely part with the old and embrace the new. For example, that storing frozen sperm prior to a male to female change would be a sign of doubt or might interfere with the psychological commitment to the process.”); see also P. De Sutter et al., The Desire to Have Children and the Preservation of Fertility in Transsexual Women: A Survey 6, INT’L J. TRANSGENDERISM (2002), http://www.iiav.nl/ezines/web/jjt/97-03/numbers/symposion/jjtv06ne03_02.htm (“This has been considered a ‘price to pay’, and was sometimes thought to be beneficial for the transitioning process. Breaking completely with the past as a male and losing the possibility to ‘father’ a child, often was, and still is, considered a psychological prerequisite for a successful transition into the female role.”).


\(^{152}\) See Jurema, supra note 150.

\(^{153}\) STANDARDS OF CARE, supra note 8, at 50.

\(^{154}\) Id.

\(^{155}\) Wierckx et al., supra note 146, at 484 (citations omitted).

\(^{156}\) See id. at 485.
that they made no inquiry if this desire was a specific desire for genetically related children or just parenthood. 157 Regardless, the overwhelming majority of study participants had not considered freezing their eggs at the time of hormone therapy (HRT). 158 The study found that a smaller number had considered it, but “never talked to a healthcare provider about this subject.” 159 Notably, some of the study participants were already parents: eight transgender men had female partners who were inseminated with donor sperm and three transgender men gave birth before HRT and SRS. 160 The study found that “[t]wo of those three participants who gave birth themselves experienced this as (very) problematic, while one participant found this experience very pleasant.” 161

In a 2002 internet survey of 121 trans women in four European countries, “48 had biological children either from the present relationship, or, more often, a previous relationship, while 73 women had no biological children.” 162 A considerable number of these trans women—with or without children—expressed a desire to have children in the future.163 Notably, approximately half of these respondents “would prefer to have their own biological child” with “a future (female) partner from their own sperm” (the other half “would not care”). 164 An overwhelming majority expressed that sperm freezing should be available to trans women before they transition (i.e., begin certain hormone treatments or gender-confirming surgeries).165

2. Fertility Preservation for Transgender People Within the Ambit of Reproductive Justice

For transgender people, the possibilities of fertility preservation are controlled by the direction of the transition, the gender of current or future partners, and cost.166 The clinical guidelines for discussing fertility preservation with cancer patients are a reference point for possible policy supports for trans people.167 However, resistance to this
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161. Id. at 485.
162. See De Sutter et al., supra note 150.
163. See id.
164. See id.
165. See id.
166. See Jurema, supra note 150.
comparison may reveal some underlying biases about gender identity in the reproductive health, rights, and justice movements.

Approaches toward fertility preservation for transgender individuals should be informed by current clinical guidelines and new public policy measures for fertility preservation for cancer patients. Currently, fertility preservation undertaken as a result of a cancer diagnosis is typically not covered by health insurance companies.\textsuperscript{168} However, in June 2013, the American Medical Association (AMA) adopted a measure to support legislation that would require health insurers to cover fertility preservation when cancer treatments could result in infertility.\textsuperscript{169} The AMA called such fertility preservation measures, “an essential part of the management of their cancer.”\textsuperscript{170}

There are minor differences but significant parallels between the fertility considerations facing adolescents and young adults facing cancer treatments and transgender individuals seeking HRT or certain gender-confirming surgeries.\textsuperscript{171} In fact, the WPATH Guidelines state, “[l]essons learned from [cancer patients] can be applied to people treated for gender dysphoria.”\textsuperscript{172} Clinical guidelines for oncologists treating adolescents or young adults with cancer stress that fertility preservation may be important to people with cancer, but they may hesitate to bring it up for three reasons.\textsuperscript{173} First, they may be “overwhelmed by and focused exclusively on the cancer diagnosis.”\textsuperscript{174} Second, “they may be unaware that potential fertility loss may occur.”\textsuperscript{175} Third, they may be concerned that fertility preservation may delay treatments or increase the risk of death.\textsuperscript{176} Transgender individuals expressed comparable anxieties in the reproductive wish study.\textsuperscript{177} For example, among the trans women surveyed, “[m]ore than 90 [percent] of the respondents stated that loss of fertility was not an important reason to delay their transition.”\textsuperscript{178} This finding suggests an urgency among trans women to obtain appropriate medical treatment that may offset fertility concerns—just as many cancer patients are concerned about delaying treatment. In the study of trans men on the
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same subject, researchers found that 77 percent had not considered freezing their eggs at the time of HRT and that nine respondents “had considered it, but had never talked to a health-care provider about this subject.” The researchers did not explore why these trans men had not considered it or raised it with their healthcare provider. However, 54 percent of respondents still expressed a desire to have children, which may indicate their lack of action on fertility preservation prior to HRT and certain gender-confirming surgeries did not align with their underlying reproductive desire.

Even the most common fertility preservation measures are quite costly, and this cost is a primary driver of fertility preservation decisions. For men and trans women, sperm cryopreservation (“freezing sperm”) has an upfront cost of several hundred dollars, depending on the clinic’s recommended number of sperm deposits. Annual storage fees ranging from $200–$400 will apply until the time the deposits are retrieved to begin artificial insemination with a female partner or surrogate—another expensive process. For women and trans men, possible fertility preservation options include embryo cryopreservation (“freezing embryos”), which would necessitate a male partner or donor, or cryopreservation of unfertilized oocytes (“freezing eggs”), which is no longer considered experimental by the American Society for Reproductive Medicine. These processes are significantly more expensive than freezing sperm; they range from $6,500 to $15,000 upfront, not including annual storage fees. In addition, the process requires two to four weeks of a hormonal stimulation before egg retrieval.

179. Wierckx et al., supra note 146, at 485.
180. See id. at 486.
181. See id. at 485.
182. See De Sutter et al., supra note 150, at 9.
188. See Loren et al., supra note 167, at 2507–08. This is a special concern for trans men, because their process requires additional dosages of estrogen-like substances, complicating
The costs of fertility preservation measures as it intersects with race and class disparities in the United States is weakly addressed in the existing clinical guidelines for cancer patients and transgender individuals. The clinical guidelines for cancer patients has a short section on “health disparities,” which notes that “[m]inority racial/ethnic patients with cancer . . . can experience substantial obstacles to receiving care, are more likely to be uninsured, and . . . [may] live at a [prohibitive] distance from appropriate . . . reproductive specialty facilities.” The guidelines also state: “all patients including parents or guardians of children and adolescents should be encouraged to consider fertility preservation, even though there may be financial or insurance barriers.” The WPATH Guidelines statement is equally well-intentioned, but ultimately toothless: “Patients should be advised that these techniques are not available everywhere and can be very costly. Transsexual, transgender, and gender nonconforming people should not be refused reproductive options for any reason.”

The accessibility of fertility preservation for transgender individuals is about the right to have children, one of the central tenets of the reproductive justice movement. The WPATH Guidelines suggesting cancer patients as a comparative group for fertility preservation recommendations is a useful starting point to peel back the reproductive stigma that even staunch advocates for reproductive health, rights, and justice may attach to transgender individuals. I anticipate two categories of resistance to putting the reproductive potential of transgender individuals on par with that of cancer patients: (1) that a gender dysphoria diagnosis is not equivalent to a cancer diagnosis and therefore treatments for gender dysphoria are somewhat elective; and (2) that the relative, numerical smallness of transgender individuals compared to cancer patients does not raise this to a significant reproductive health injustice. Both of these objections cannot be squared with reproductive justice principles.

First, the objection that a gender dysphoria diagnosis is not equivalent to a cancer diagnosis is grounded in general belief that a mental
health diagnosis is less legitimate than a physical health diagnosis, and a more specific belief that gender dysphoria is not existent or simply decisional. One advocate and scholar has called this one of the “cultural myths about trans healthcare.” He characterizes these beliefs as myths that:

trans people are people who wake up one morning, decide we want to change our sex, go to the nearest doctor’s office, get “the operation,” and become “the opposite sex” at that time. So there’s this one “the surgery” that makes us our gender that every trans person either wants to get or has already had, but there’s no real “need” for it, it’s more of a luxury or a whim.

These cultural beliefs are pervasive, despite the overwhelming evidence accepted by a number of major medical associations that gender dysphoria is a real condition with safe and effective treatments. (In fact, advocates are confident enough of the evidence supporting gender dysphoria as a real and treatable condition that they recently filed an administrative challenge to the Medicare spending ban on sex reassignment surgery). Moreover, reproductive health, rights, and justice advocates continue to defend claims in their own field about the “realness” of mental health diagnoses. For example, anti-choice advocates and legislators have sought to disallow mental health diagnoses as qualifying life and health exceptions in legislation restricting abortion access. Reproductive health, rights, and justice advocates
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have stressed that they be considered just as serious as a physical health threat.  It would appear a hypocritical posture for these advocates to stress mental health diagnoses as “real” for the purposes of health exceptions to abortion restrictions, but deny or diminish their import in advocating for parity in fertility preservation for transgender individuals.

Secondly, there is a possible objection that the relative, numerical smallness of gender dysphoria diagnoses and the corresponding number of transgender individuals who seek HRT or certain gender-confirming surgeries do not make this a compelling issue for the reproductive health, rights, and justice movement. Certainly, on a yearly basis, there are more people seeking contraception, choosing abortion, giving birth, and fighting for their parental rights in the child welfare system than the number of transgender individuals seeking treatments that would diminish or cause their infertility. However, such a calculus would be inconsistent with zealous advocacy for other comparatively small populations to obtain abortion care; these populations include minors who need a judicial bypass; people who need abortion care at twenty weeks and beyond; and people in the military and Peace Corps forced to navigate a maze of financial and geographic restrictions due to the federal government’s spending bans on abortion care. Moreover, if reproductive health, rights, and justice advocates ranked their priorities based on the number of individuals affected by particular policies, transgender people would face reproductive health disparities and injustices without aid for the indefinite future. Finally, this type of advocacy triage bumps up against a more radical theory of social change that posits when advocates put the needs of the most marginalized people at the center of their theorizing and strategizing, it is more likely that everyone’s needs will ultimately be met.

There may be an intra-movement argument against centering fertility preservation as a locus of policy advocacy. There are some
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scholars and advocates who might argue that fertility preservation is not among the most urgent and constraining reproductive health issues facing transgender people. Gabriel Arkles, a legal scholar formerly associated with the Sylvia Rivera Law Project, has provided another possible point of alliance between the reproductive justice movement and the trans movement by locating prisons as a primary site of reproductive oppression for trans people.\textsuperscript{206} He described how prisons diminish transgender peoples’ reproductive potential by incarcerating large numbers of them in the years they could bear children, setting the threshold for housing placement consistent with their gender identity contingent on “sex reassignment surgery,” refusing to provide any treatment which has led some trans women to attempt self-surgery,\textsuperscript{207} interfering with trans people raising children by the very nature of their incarceration, and how prison conditions and the collateral consequences of conviction and imprisonment diminish their life chances.\textsuperscript{208} Moreover, other scholars and activists have raised broader questions about racial disparities inherent in access to fertility preservation and attendant reproductive technologies. For example, in her seminal work on the reproductive oppression that black women in the United States have resisted over centuries, Dorothy Roberts describes how reproductive technologies have overwhelmingly benefited white women, given their considerable, comparative wealth (a powerful juxtaposition to the disproportionate number of black and Latino children in foster homes and available for adoption).\textsuperscript{209} Given these disparities, Roberts challenges the happy promises of reproductive technologies: “Racism is embedded in unjust political, economic, and social structures. Without an ongoing and vigilant effort to dismantle these structures, perfecting genetic technology will only tighten
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Indeed, choosing fertility preservation as a locus for policy advocacy risks preserving the existing race and class disparities that Roberts described, given the number of transgender people, particularly those of color, who have no health insurance. In this time of rapidly shifting healthcare policy and reproductive health policy, every starting point may be inadequate in some respects.

However, the moment is now for the LGBT movement and the reproductive justice movement to share leadership on advocating for policy supports for fertility preservation for transgender people. While significant injustices and disparities remain, American society is increasingly more hospitable to transgender people, providing an environment in which more people can “come out” about their gender identity and transition—and many are doing so at younger ages, when they have many child-bearing years fully before them. Young people should not have to make decisions about treatment for gender dysphoria in the absence of affordable and accessible fertility preservation options. Just like people who decide to have an abortion because they cannot afford to have a child (despite existing desire for that child), young transgender people should not have to forego the prospect of future children in order to obtain certain hormone therapies and gender-confirming surgeries to alleviate their gender dysphoria.

CONCLUSION

With the advent of new visibility, organizing, and advocacy around social, economic, and health disparities facing transgender people, the reproductive justice movement has a unique opportunity to turn its lens on—and moreover, build alliances for change on—the oft-neglected reproductive health issues facing transgender people. These issues include the passive eugenics inherent in state statutes that require certain fertility-diminishing procedures in order to change the gender marker on their identity documents, and the lack of policy supports for transgender people to preserve their fertility before certain hormone therapies and gender-confirming surgeries. Any resistance from the reproductive justice movement to adopting these issues into their policy agenda based on a comparatively small number of people affected, or that these state statutes are of lesser priority because they lack the malice of compulsory sterilization requirements, is misguided. By acknowledging and centralizing the reproductive

potential of transgender people in reproductive justice advocacy, the movement can better capture the full scope of human reproductive experience and create entry points for advocates in the LGBT movement and the reproductive health, rights, and justice movements to work together against a current, cultural moment where these movements are seen as separate. Moreover, shared leadership across movements on these reproductive health issues facing transgender people would greatly benefit the number of these people who experience, as Yeung describes, that “longing that feels deeply personal . . . the powerful desire for a child.”211
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